Maschinen GmbH
Our best one for
plasterers!

PUTZKNECHT S48-easy
The mixing pump for
ready mixed dry mortars

PUTZKNECHT S48-easy
Our best one for the plasterer!
UELZENER keeps this promise with a
high-quality and reasoned mixing pump.
The various possibilities of the new
PUTZKNECHT S48-easy open a new
dimension in the processing of ready-mix
mortars, in short time ready to start and
careful in its work.

The PUTZKNECHT S48-easy can do
everything, professionally, without larger
alteration and that even unbelievably fast
- the new dimension on the building site.
New, nearly maintenance-free compressor
DELTA 2

The PUTZKNECHT S48-easy grants
more time for the substantial work and
creative plaster work, as well as high
quality of workmanship and economic
efficiency.
The PUTZKNECHT S48-easy is the
reliable partner on the building site. With
this mixing pump you will put easily all
types of mortar on the wall - day by day.
The genius of the PUTZKNECHT S48easy is the balance in performance,
reliability and purchase price for a variety
of daily work like plaster mortar, adhesive
mortar, reinforcement mortar, isolation
mortar, filling mortar, self-levelling
mortar.

.

Technology that inspires and convinces
- maintenance-free gear motors
- large storage vessel in high-speed cleaning version
- practical material stop valve at the storage vessel
- wear resistant universal conveying screw for all materials
- exchangeable pump parts for all practical applications
- universal mixing shaft for interior and external plaster
- removable suction flange for different pump diameters
- new, nearly maintenance-free compressor with automatic shut-off
- safety switches at the mixing tube

Technical Data
Drive / performance
Operating voltage
Mixer revolutions
Conveying output
Conveying pressure
Conveying distance
Required water pressure
compressor capacity
Loading height
Height / Width / Length
Weight without compressor
The pump outlet is equipped with coupling
SKM35 and mortar pressure gauge according
to the safety rules of the German trade
association.

Pump 5,5 kW, conveying screw 1,1 kW
400V/50Hz
400 min-1
standard 22 l/min (5 -30 l/min *)
30 bar *)
max. 40m *)
min. 3 bar
approx. 180 l/min
1010 mm
1540 / 660 / 1420 mm
198 kg

*) depending on material, consistency, grain size and hose length and -diameter
The mixing shaft motor is removed for easier
transport.

Standard scope of delivery:
- Pump parts UE4 silver
- Spray gun with nozzle 14mm
- Mortar hose 10m / ID25 / SK24
- Air hose 10m / ID 3/8“ / GK
- Compressor Delta 2
- Water pressure booster pump
- Adapter SKV35 /SKM24
- Pressure control gauge SKM35
- Cleaning and turning tool
- 4 Screw keys
- 2 Sponge balls
- 4 Swivelling wheels (2 Brakes)

The standard PUTZKNECHT S48-easy is
equipped with screw pump parts UE4
silver and achieves 22 l/min.
Depending upon application further
conveying capacities from 5-30l/min can
be obtained by exchanging the pump
parts. Self-levelling screed work is
possible with conveying outputs up to
50l/min.
Technical changes reserved
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